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We respect and honour Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Elders 
past, present and future. We 
acknowledge the stories, traditions 
and living cultures of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
on this land.
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2 BIRIPI ACMC

message
from the 
Chairperson

Dear Members,

Firstly,  I would like to acknowledge that Biripi 
ACMC works on the land of the Biripi people 
on the Mid North Coast,  and the Kamilaroi 
people in respect to our out of home care 
service in Inverell.  I pay my respect to these 
lands,  acknowledge,  and pay respect to the 
ancestors that walked and managed these 
lands for generations before us,  acknowledge 
and recognise all Aboriginal people who have 
come from their own country and who now 
call these countries there home. I acknowledge 
our Elders who are our knowledge holders,  
acknowledge our youth who will be our future 
leaders.  I acknowledge and pay respect to 
our members who have gone before us and 
recognise their great contribution to our people 
and this organisation,  an organisation of which I 
am proud to be the Chairperson.

This year’'s been tough!  From the bushfires 
commencing in November and continuing 
through Christmas,  to then moving straight 
into COVID-19,  we have all been affected by 
conditions that have been unprecedented in our 
history.
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INTRODUCTION

The fact that we are all here now and the organisation has 
not only been able to deliver services to the community,  
but it has also had the opportunity to grow, is a strong 
indication to the strength and resilience of our people.  I 
would like to commend Lisa and all the Biripi ACMC team 
on their hard work and dedication through these difficult 
times.  

One of the big achievements for the organisation is that 
we no longer have to undertake reporting with ORIC and 
no longer need monitoring since coming out of special 
administration.  In addition to this,  we have also focused 
on the future of the organisation and through consultation 
with community and staff,  we have developed a Strategic 
Plan for 2020 - 2023.  On behalf of the Board of Directors 
we hope that you,  the members,  find that the strategic 
plan has captured gaps that require improvement in our 
services and is a clear path to what we want to achieve.
 
Lastly,  I would also like to thank my fellow directors for 
their time,  commitment,  support,  their leadership,  advice 
and dedication to community and culture,  which has 
helped shaped the governance of the organisation and 
has taught me a lot.  Each Director brings unique skills 
and knowledge to the table,  this brings strength to the 
organisation.  We have been meeting every month,  all 
directors have completed governance training and have 
been assisted by highly skilled specialist Directors.

Kind Regards,

Tim Allen
Chairperson of the Board
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board of
directors

Michael Saunders
DIRECTOR

Michael Saunders (Uncle Mick) 
is a proud Biripi man,  one of 
his many talents is being an 
Aboriginal Resource Teacher,  
with over 20 years in teaching.

Uncle Mick has a Diploma in 
Primary Education,  is currently 
studying a Post Graduate in 
Counselling and has also 
completed a Certificate in 
Ghatang Language (TAFE).

Uncle Mick is passionate about 
improving educational outcomes 
for Aboriginal people,  keeping 
Gathang language alive by 
teaching language and building 
strong connections with the 
local community and Aboriginal 
families.

Daniel Morrison
DIRECTOR

Daniel is a descendant of the 
Murriwarri people in Brewarrina,  
he grew up in Western Sydney 
and now lives in Port Macquarie.  
Dan has a keen interest in building 
capacity within Aboriginal 
communities.

Dan completed a Bachelor 
of Health Science (Mental 
Health) from Charles Sturt 
University School of Nursing 
and Midwifery,  Post Graduate 
Degree in Indigenous Health 
(Substance Use) from University 
of Sydney,  School of Medicine,  
Post Graduate Degree in Health 
Service Administration from 
Latrobe University School of 
Public Health and a Masters in 
Health Service Management from 
the University of NSW School of 
Public Health and Community 
Medicine.  Dan is currently the 
Network Manager for Aboriginal 
Health at MNCLHD.

Tim Allen
CHAIRPERSON

Tim, a Yuin man,  is the Programs 
Manager at Werin Aboriginal 
Corporation Medical Centre,  
current Director at Many Rivers 
Regional Housing Management 
Services Aboriginal Corporation,  
and a former Director of Werin 
Aboriginal Corporation Medical 
Centre.

He was a Lecturer of Aboriginal 
primary health at TAFE NSW 
and earlier,  a Youth Worker with 
Mission Australia and Indigenous 
Youth Employment Coordinator 
with Wesley Uniting Employment.

Tim has Diplomas in Business 
and Practice Management and 
a Cert IV in Aboriginal Primary 
Health Care.
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INTRODUCTION

Craig Tapper
SPECIALIST DIRECTOR

Craig Tapper is an Adjunct 
Associate Professor at the 
business school of the University 
of NSW, and has taught there
for over 23 years.

As well as teaching he has 
also had a 25+ year career as a 
manager,  executive and Board 
Member on a number of not-
forprofit boards and has been 
involved in numerous consulting 
assignments with Commonwealth 
and State / Territory government 
departments,  specialising in 
reviews of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander health,  community 
and aged care programs.

Dr. David Norling
SPECIALIST DIRECTOR

Dr David Norling,  commonly 
known as Doc’ in the community,  
is a former director of pre-
vocational education and training
at Manning Hospital and has a 
special interest in Aboriginal 
Health.  Doc’s'  career as a GP in 
the 70s began in Young,  NSW, 
he later moved to the beautiful 
Manning Valley in 1980, where 
he was a GP for 25yrs with an 
interest in working with chronic 
disease,  nutrition,  acupuncture 
and counselling.

Doc started working at Purfleet in 
the early 80s before the AMS was 
established,  and then progressed 
to be employed at Biripi ACMC 
for many years.  Since retiring,  Doc 
has continued friendships with 
many Biripi & Worimi people and 
has a continuing deep community 
involvement.  

He is always happy to have a 
coffee catch up.

John Clarke
DIRECTOR

John Clarke (Uncle John) is a 
true local born in Taree of Biripi 
and Worimi origins.  He has been 
the CEO for Taree Indigenous 
Development & Employment 
for 9 years,  for 9 years was the 
Chairman for Purfleet Taree 
Land council (PTLALC) and also 
the CEO for 8 years,  and was a 
previous Director for Biripi ACMC 
for 20 years (the longest serving 
Director for Biripi ACMC).

Uncle John brings with him 
a wealth of local Aboriginal 
knowledge and has a deep 
connection to his people and his
country.  Uncle John is an advocate 
for contribution to environmental,  
cultural and economic outcomes 
in our community.

The Biripi ACMC Board of Directors were 
appointed on the 26th April 2019.
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message
from the 
CEO

This is the time of year where we take a 
moment to evaluate our success over the past 
year and identify areas where we can improve.

Whilst I cannot report on achievements from 
2019 - 2020 because I didn’t begin my tenure 
as CEO until the 1st of June 2020, I would like 
to thank the community for welcoming me 
onto Biripi country and trusting me as a CEO 
of your organisation.

In this report,  you will read how our long-term 
programs and services continue to successfully 
serve our community,  you will also read about 
the success of new programmes and services 
that have been developed.  

The one thing that really stands out to me is the 
commitment & passion that our employees 
have for Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
Health and providing the best service they can 
for our community.
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I can say that after reading this annual report,  during 
the last year Biripi ACMC has continued to deliver 
culturally appropriate services to our Aboriginal 
& Torres Strait Islander community,  despite the 
unprecedented set backs we have endured such as 
the drought,  bush fires and of course,  Covid-19.  

After consultation with the community and our 
employees,  we have released our Strategic Plan for 
2020 - 2023.  This is to ensure that Biripi ACMC has 
a well-defined path for the next 3 years.  It is here 
to guide us into the future,  and in some ways,  it is a 
new beginning for us as an organisation.

As you read this annual report,  I hope it will remind 
you of our recent successes and excite you for the 
future of our organisation,  it certainly does fill my 
heart with pride & I cannot wait to see what the 
future holds for us!

I genuinely want to thank all of our employees,  
members of the corporation,  community,  patients,  
clients,  carers & our board of directors for your 
resilience and flexibility during 2019 - 2020. 
Without each other,  we would not be able to do 
what we do for our community.  Together we are 
the heartbeat of our Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander community.   

I look forward to working with you all in 2021.

Yours in Unity,

Lisa Ogolo
CEO of Biripi ACMC

INTRODUCTION

The one thing 
that really stands 
out to me is the 
commitment & 
passion that our 
employees have 
for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait 
Islander health, 
and providing 
the best service 
they can for our 
community.
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our
Vision
For our People to heal,  be healthy 
and live a life they feel has value.

our
Purpose
To improve the wellbeing of the Aboriginal people 
within the Biripi Nation area.  We will do this through 
engaging,  empowering providing knowledge,  skills,  
belief,  support & advocacy.
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our
Beliefs

our
Behaviours

Culture
We will embrace 
Aboriginal 
history,  beliefs,  
and cultural 
expectations in the 
way we support 
our community.

Empowerment
Enabling our 
People through 
knowledge,  
skills,  belief,  and 
instilling hope.

Accountability
Biripi ACMC 
Board and staff 
have a collective 
accountability to 
deliver on their core 
purpose and to act 
with integrity.

Relationships
We will develop 
collaborative 
partnerships with 
our communities 
and all contributors 
to the work of 
Biripi ACMC.

Respect
We will recognise 
the uniqueness of 
each individual we 
support including 
their histories and 
perspectives.

Advocacy
We will advocate 
for health and 
equality and self-
determination for 
Aboriginal people.

Committment
We will take our 
work seriously and 
personally,  and have 
high expectations 
of the wellbeing 
outcomes of our 
service.

Compassion
We will make 
people feel valued 
and welcome.
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our 
health,
in our 
hands

“
“
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human
resources

biripi.org.au
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The Human Resource Team is responsible for the strategic and operational management 
of all human resources activities and ensuring that human resources systems and practices 
support the functionality of the organisation in achieving business objectives.

GENDER
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STATUSEMPLOYMENT

78%
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identified

5%
casual

27%
part-time

68%
full-time

68%
0 - 5 years

19%
5 - 10
years

4%
10 - 15
years

9%
15+ years
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Learning & Development

We have introduced a training portal through KINNECT Training which was launched in early 2020. The 
training portal offers courses to Biripi staff in areas such as Work Health & Safety and Mental Health.  It offers 
flexible delivery and learning,  giving staff the ability to switch between delivery styles.  Staff are also able to 
access and complete allocated courses at a time that suits them and at their own pace.  The portal is simple 
to navigate and allows an administrator to track staff progress in real time,  review the results and generate 
reports

Biripi commenced exploring opportunities for a Traineeship Program with a view of employing up to 10 trainees 
in 2020/2021.  Traineeships will be offered in all divisions studying certificates in Business Administration,  
Individual Support,  Community Services and Primary Healthcare.

Work, Health and Safety

Workplace safety has remained an organisational focus throughout the 2019/2020 financial year,  with a 
steady program of WHS initiatives developed and implemented across the organisation.  This has included a 
review of safety arrangements and systems at each of the workplaces such as Contractor Provider review, 
electrical safety,  security and the implantation of a WHS training program for staff.  New organisational 
policies and procedures have also been developed and are available for staff on the intranet page.  

In accordance with legislative requirements and to support our pandemic management program, Biripi ACMC 
has developed and implemented an organisational wide COVID Management Plan aligned with each COVID 
’ 19 Divisional Plan.  This Plan outlines the organisational processes and actions to support the management 
of COVID-19 within the business,  including correct hygiene practices and cleaning requirements.  Advice and 
guidance on this topic reflected that provided by NSW Government Health and other Industry bodies.  

The WHS Committee continues to operate across the organisation,  with representation from all business 
units.  The WHS Committee meet on a monthly basis,  with Minutes distributed at the conclusion of each 
meeting.  Relevant and new WHS procedures,  programs and procedures are tables for discussions and 
feedback.  Workplace incidents and injuries are also discussed at the Committee meetings.  The Management 
Representative at each meeting remains the Biripi ACMC Human resources Manager.

Human Resource Software

We have engaged with a provider for a Human Resource software program called Subscribe HR to deliver HR 
activities such as recruitment,  on boarding,  HR monitoring,  Performance Management and Employee Self 
Service to integrate with our Payroll system. This will assist in accurate and efficient recording and monitoring 
of information.  This is in the final stages of integrating with the MYOB Payroll system to enable employees to 
use self-service,  we will continue to integrate the other modules which should be completed by end of 2020.
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aged and
community
care

biripi.org.au/services/aged-care-services
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AGED AND COMMUNITY CARE

The Aged and Community Care Division of Biripi Aboriginal Corporation Medical Centre (ACMC) provide 
vital services that caters for the most treasured people within our community,  the Elders.  Programs and 
Services within Aged and Community Care are primarily funded by the Commonwealth Government.  These 
programs and services are funded to provide aged and community care services in the Mid-North Coast 
areas incorporating Bulahdelah,  Forster in the South,  Taree,  and Port Macquarie in the North,  Mount George 
and Gloucester in the West

Biripi ACMC Aged and Community Care remain focused and committed to providing culturally appropriate,  
flexible,  safe and quality care that promotes functional independence.  Our Programs and Services engage 
and promote a Consumer Directed Care (CDC) approach.  This approach means that we place emphasis 
on consumer dignity and choice.  We work with the Elders to support understanding of their needs,  goals 
and their services including who delivers the services,  how and what time the services are delivered.  
Biripi ACMC Aged and Community Care remain focused on consolidating on the experiences drawn from 
our daily interactions with the Elders and strive to improve service delivery in order to adequately meet 
individual care needs.  

We remain resolute in our responsibility to preserve respect,  cultural appropriateness of service delivery,  
and pursuit of industry best practices,  ethical framework and other core values of Biripi ACMC. We ensure 
a safe environment for both clients and staff,  and best practice across our two main programs;  Home Care 
Packages (HCP) and Commonwealth Home Support Program (CHSP).  

Our Team

Our staff have been key to ensuring best practices as they continue to provide care support despite the 
current situation with Covid-19.  Our staff remain focused on providing care and services that promote respect,  
dignity and choices for our Elders.  In order to maintain adequate skill set and qualifications,  opportunities 
for professional development and other formal education are continuously explored and staff encouraged 
to undertake trainings.  The staff expresses enthusiasm and love for working in their different roles.  

Funding, Donations and 
Partnerships
All the programs within Biripi 
ACMC Aged and Community 
Care are funded by the Australian 
Commonwealth Government.  Biripi 
ACMC Aged and Community Care 
continues to build strong relationships 
with local businesses and service 
providers mainly to serve our clients 
and the community better.
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Commonwealth Home Support Program

The CHSP is the entry-level pathway into the 
Aged Care system and funded by the Australian 
Government for the provision home support care for 
frail older Australians requiring assistance to continue 
to live independently in their own homes for as long as 
possible.  Grants are provided by the Commonwealth 
Government through the Department of Health 
(DOH) to enable Service Providers to deliver activities 
in accordance with the objectives of CHSP under 
individuals grant agreements which determines 
budgetary control for CHSP activities.  To be eligible 
for this program, you must be aged:  65 years or older 
or 50 years or older for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people and on a low income, homeless,  or at 
risk of being homeless.  Eligibility for CHSP is decided 
by a Regional Assessment Services (RAS) following 
care need assessments.  

The Aged and Community Care Division has seen 
significant growth within the CHSP program in the 
last 18 months.  Following the successful application 
of Growth Funding in October 2019,  and approval of 
proposal for change of an activity.  Biripi ACMC Aged 
and Community Care is now funded for the following 
CHSP Activities/Sub Programs;

 ˚ Centre Based Respite Care Relationships and 
Carer Support.

 ˚ Domestic Assistance Community and Home 
Support

 ˚ Home Maintenance Community and Home 
Support

 ˚ Home Modifications Community and Home 
Support

 ˚ Meals ’ Community and Home Support
 ˚ Personal Care Community and Home Support
 ˚ Social Support Individual Community and 
Home Support.  

 ˚ Transport’ Community and Home Support

We remain focused and committed to providing 
culturally appropriate, flexible, safe and quality 
care that promotes functional independence.
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AGED AND COMMUNITY CARE

Home Care Packages (HCP)

The HCP is an individualised needs based support 
program funded by the Australian Government as 
part of a continuum of care for older Australians 
with mild,  moderate to complex care needs to live 
independently in their own homes for as long as 
possible.  To be eligible for HCP, you must be aged:  
65 years or older or 50 years or older for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people and decided by the 
Age Care Assessment Team (ACAT) following level of 
care need assessments.  Funds allocated to individual 
packages and care levels determine budgetary 
control.

The home support services provided to HCP clients 
are planned in consultation with individual clients 
(including carers) within their allocated packages and 
budgets.  Services are case managed and delivered 
by Aged and Community Care staff.  Services include 
but not limited to domestic assistance,  personal 
care,  social support,  garden maintenance,  shopping,  
domestic assistance and allied health services.

We have continual growth within the HCP program.

Elders Olympics

The Biripi Sharks Elders’ Olympic Team could not 
participate in this year’s Elders Olympics event selected 
to hold from the 10th of April,  2020 due to Covid-19.  
The Elders Olympics has been rescheduled to April,  
2021.  Details of a new date will be announced.
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Aged Care and COVID-19

The recent outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID-19) and 
its heightened rate of transmission in communities 
around Australia challenged the way and manner by 
which home care services are delivered to the Elders 
in our communities.  Following directives from the 
Government,  many service providers were requested 
to close their doors for period of time.

During the shutdown period,  the Aged Care team 
continued to keep in contact with the Elders by 
conducting 2nd daily wellness checks as well as 
provided care services such as personal care,  shopping 
and domestic assistance to the Elders,  especially the 
most vulnerable clients.  The team delivered 280 
Fruit and veggie packs to all Biripi ACMC Aged and 
Community Care clients on a weekly basis from 2nd 
of April,  2020 to 30th of April,  2020. Through the 
Centre for Aboriginal Health (NSW Health & AH&MRC) 
we requested and received 140 Woolworth Basic 
Boxes (containing essential items) which were equally 
distributed to all Biripi ACMC Aged and Community 
Care clients.  These items were well received and 
appreciated by the clients.

As Covid-19 restrictions are being relaxed,  we 
encourage everyone who accesses the Aged and 
Community Care complex to observe the infection 
prevention measures put in place.
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health
services

biripi.org.au/services/health-services
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Health Services Teams - 
GP Clinics
 
Clinics
Both GP clinics had passed Accreditation under the 
requirements of AGPAL to ensure the health standard 
needs are being addressed by the Biripi ACMC Health 
Services team, financially meaning the clinics qualified 
for the Medicare Australia program Practice Incentive 
Program which provided the clinics with financial 
incentives for meeting health needs requirements.  
The Health Services team successfully reported on 
health outcomes to funding providers through the 
Commonwealth and State health peak bodies with 
good outcomes across the services with all reporting 
submitted and approved.  

Both clinics also passed accreditation with GP Synergy,  
this will enable us to receive financial support to take 
on two GP Registers for the 2021 round for new up 
and coming doctors to obtain GP experience working 
in an Aboriginal Community Controlled Health 
Organisation.

Dental Team
Dental team also applied to become an accredited 
service with Quality Improvement Performance (QIP) 
which provide the accreditation standards national 
for Dental,  Allied health Specialist Services this is to 
ensure our teams are meeting national standards and 
ensures continuous quality improvements,  our Dental 
team successfully passed the accreditation to become 
accredited.  During the reporting period the Biripi 
Dental team have provided 867 Dental services for 
adults in the region and a total 608 Dental services 
for our Aboriginal children within the catchment area.

Staff
2x FTE Practice Managers

2x FTE Senior Receptionists
2x FTE Receptionists

3x FTE Transport Officers
2x FTE Cleaners

2x FTE GPs
2x PTE GPs
2.5x Nurses

2x AHPs

Staff
1x FTE Dental Coordinator

1x FTE Dentist
1x PTE Dental Therapist
1x FTE Dental Assistant

Services
- 867 adult services

- 608 children
services
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HEALTH SERVICES

Patient Outcomes

There has been a significant increase in good health outcomes,  including Aboriginal health checks (MBS: 
715) with the community engaging with our Health Services and part of this has been a health promotional 
launch of a new locally designed Aboriginal polo shirt which was designed by local Aboriginal artist 
’Brittany Cochrane who based her design on the local Biripi peoples importance to Saltwater and the local 
habitat in this area.  The free polo shirt is an added incentive for those community members who completed 
their Aboriginal Health Check.  The shirt itself provides a positive health promotion with a catchy phrase 
about the importance of getting a regular health check done at Biripi ACMC. This will show an increase in 
our next reporting on data for our NKPI as this was low for the age group 25yrs - 54yrs of age and almost 
meeting the national target with 60% health Assessments done for our 55yrs+ age group.  

Those who have completed the Health Checks,  the team has identified patients with chronic health diseases 
to ensure they have in place their GP Management Plan (MBS: 721)  and team care arrangements done (MBS: 
723) with a referral pathway to other programs including Allied Health and Specialists to assist in managing 
the patients’ health needs.  Evidence shows an increase in Medicare MBS Items and revenue for both practices 
which is a great achievement to our services however,  the biggest achievement is an increase in positive 
health outcomes for our patients.

Epidemics and Disasters

It has been a great achievement by the team to develop good practices and procedures around dealing 
with unforeseen disasters as during the reporting period the team faced the fires within the region during 
October/November 2019 and then we were hit with the COVID-19 epidemic.  Out of this the Health Services 
Team showed strong resilience in ensuring services were provided for the community so that our patients 
were still able to access our health services and have access to their medication.   

During the March/April COVID-19 period,  when it was unsafe to work together as a team, we had Aboriginal 
Health Workers Murray Carle,  Ebony Wallace,  Abbie Towers and Owen Clark playing a key role in coordinating 
and delivering medication scripts to chemists within the region to ensure our patients had access to their 
medication as prescribed from our GPs.  

During COVID-19 the team were able to adapt to a new way of delivering our health services.  We worked 
around social distancing rules and restrictions to ensure good health outcomes by protecting our most 
vulnerable patients.  The team and the community embraced the changes that included adaption to the 
temporary telehealth consultation MBS initiatives set out by the Commonwealth Government.  

During the Epidemic the team also had to work around how they would support the community in accessing 
the annual flu shots and this was coordinated in a timely matter to ensure the safety of our community 
members whilst addressing concerns with the COVID-19 restrictions in place.  This was successful with the 
majority of our elders in the community being able to have them done by our Nurses & Aboriginal Health 
Workers visiting their homes to provide the flu shots.  Overall,  848 flu shots provided during this high period 
of the winter season during the reporting period.
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Child and Maternal

While it’s been a tough year for epidemics it hasn’t stopped 
our high rates of Aboriginal babies being born in the region 
with the child and maternal team supporting 53 mothers 
this year and with five more babies due before the year is 
out,  this great work is also shown in our clinical data with 
over 1,  640 episodes of services provided by the mid wife 
and child & family nurse with Dr Strong providing over 313 
Obstetrician appointments during the reporting period.

ITC

Our ITC team that work with Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander patients diagnosed with a chronic health disease 
have also had a big year,  with Murray Carle joining the team 
as the Outreach Worker.  With qualifications as an Aboriginal 
Health Practitioner,  both Murray and Janine,  who are the 
team lead and Care Coordinator,  have provided over 429 
episodes of care coordination by assisting our Aboriginal 
patients who require assistance in managing their chronic 
health conditions.

SEWB

SEWB is made up of a Psychologist and a Counsellor 
and a Group facilitator.  During our reporting period over 
355 episodes of care have been provided by our Social & 
Emotional Wellbeing team, which have provided one on 
one support working with our patients in managing their 
wellbeing issues.  Our Group facilitator has provided over 18 
Group sessions which has been a great job in coordinating 
these during the COVID-19 restrictions and ensuring both 
staff and community members attending where not at risk.  

Staff
1x PTE RN

1x PTE Midwife
1x PTE GP

Services
- 1,640 total services

- 313 Obstetrician
Appointments

Staff
1x FTE Counsellor
1x PTE Psychologist
1x FTE Group Work

Facilitator

Services
- 355 total services

- 18 Group
Sessions

Staff
1x FTE Care
Coordinator

1x FTE Outreach
Worker

Services
- 429 total

services
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HEALTH SERVICES

Clinic Data and Patient Demographics
Demographic Breakdown by Age [population = 3710]
Females= 1940, Males = 1768,  Other = 2

3697 Active patients

848 Flu shots given

559 Aboriginal Health Checks (715 MBS)

260
78

GP Management Plans

Team Care Arrangements
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HEALTH SERVICES
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children
services

biripi.org.au/services/biripi-
aboriginal-children-services
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Over 2019 and 2020, BACS case managed 111  young people across Taree and Inverell.  
There were 72 children and young people in Taree and 39 in Inverell.  BACS continued to 
provide support to children and young people,  their carers and families during COVID-19.  
All children and young people were provided with devices to ensure that contact occurred 
on a regular basis and their educational needs were met.  While this was a challenging time 
for all,  staff were supported to work from home and were provided with the necessary 
equipment that met with work health and safety requirements.  Training and support were 
provided to ensure that all our children and young people had access to services and carers 
were supported during this time.  BACS received devices for carers and young people from 
ABSEC to keep all our young people connected with their families,  case workers,  friends 
and schools during this time.

Taree and Inverell teams have focussed on recruiting and supporting new carers so that 
children and young people who are not able to live with their families can be provided with 
a home that offers them safety,  opportunity and meets their cultural needs.  At Walanbaa 
Gaayili,  there are 19 carer households with 10 new carers assessed or progressing through 
assessment over the year.  Taree has 48 carer households and has assessed 7 new carers 
and carer households.

There have been some staff changes over the year with the team saying goodbye to Ryan 
Dempsey the Principal Officer in June 2020. Ryan has done a wonderful job of continuing 
to improve service provision and work with staff and carers and stakeholders to ensure 
our children and young people are safe and supported.  Penny Kay took over as interim 
Principal Officer in July 2020 and recruitment for the Principal Officer position has been 
a focus into the new financial year.

CHILDREN SERVICES
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Policy Development, Reviews and Training

External Consultants have played a significant role in the review and development of BACS policies.  A piece 
of work that continues to be a core focus of the work taking place.  Policies have included:

 ˚ Positive Behaviour Support & Restricted Practice policy and revised template and framework
 ˚ COVID-19 Remote working
 ˚ COVID-19 Home visits and safety
 ˚ Training for CW Adapting to a new environment:  Children’s Safety during the time of COVID-19
 ˚ On-Call policy
 ˚ Aboriginal Cultural framework
 ˚ Carer Booklet

CTARS

CTARS is a case management online system that has now been introduced to Taree BACS and scheduled to 
be introduced to Inverell in the beginning of October 2020.

The system will support best practice by providing guidance to staff on how to conduct day-to-day tasks in 
a manner that is compliant with the standards set by the Office of the Children’s Guardian.  

ABSEC Grant for Devices

Our young people and some carers received devices to keep them connected!
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BACS 2019 Carer Awards Night
15 December 2019 at Waterfront Pavillion Taree

This was an opportunity to honour the foster carers that 
support the children and young people within BACS. Because 
of their hard work and dedication,  children and young people 
in care can develop a sense of belonging,  identity and safety.

The night featured the Aboriginal Girls Dance Group from 
Chatham High (pictured left),  a Welcome to Country by Uncle 
Mick Saunders,  and a performance by one of the young ladies 
we support,  who,  at just 15 years of age,  wowed the audience 
with her rendition of 'Dance Monkey',  originally by Australian 
singer songwriter Tones and I.

National Indigenous Youth Empower-
ment Summit 2020
February 2020 in Cairns

The National Indigenous Youth Empowerment Summit is a 
collaboration of knowledge sharing and discussions on the 
topic’s child protection,  social and emotional wellbeing,  and 
youth justice,  with the aim to improve services and outcomes 
for Indigenous children and their families.

This four-day event brings together industry innovators,  
leaders and front-line workers to collaborate on strategies 
towards empowering Indigenous young people,  the leaders 
of tomorrow.

CHILDREN SERVICES

NSW Aboriginal Child & Family Conference 2019
19-21 November, 2019 at Opal Cove Resort Coffs Harbour

The biennial NSW Aboriginal Child & Family Conference is a key event for those working with Aboriginal 
children and families in NSW. Last year’s conference theme was ’Strong communities’ Strong kids’.  We put the 
focus firmly on strategies for involving Aboriginal youth,  families and communities to develop services and 
policies that lead to systemic change.

Hosted by AbSec,  the sector peak body,  the conference provided participants with an opportunity to 
strengthen their skills and knowledge in supporting Aboriginal children,  young people and families.

2019 / 2020 Events
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programs

biripi.org.au/services/community-
support-programs
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PROGRAMS

Connected Beginnings

Connected Beginnings is a jointly funded initiative between the Australian Government Department of 
Health and The Australian Government Department of Education,  Skills and Employment.  The project 
is delivered locally in partnership with NSW Department of Education- Taree Public School acting in the 
capacity of lead agency and Biripi ACMC serving as the health partner.  The program aims to support 
children to be well prepared for school by supporting pregnant women,  and children from birth to school 
age  access appropriate health services and quality early childhood education.

The project is currently in the establishment phase and did not reach full capacity in the 2019/20 financial 
year.   Angie Stewart was appointed as Connected Beginning Coordinator for Biripi in September 2020 and 
has been working with the lead agency to establish a clinic space with in Taree Public school and formalise 
partnership arrangements.  The clinic space was completed in June 2020 and is expected to be operational 
in July 2020. 

Professional development and shared learning are key components of the Connected Beginnings program 
design,  to facilitate this,  Sue Martin,  Dominique Clarke and Angie Stewart along with Karen Clarke and Karen 
Bradley from Taree Public School attended the National Connected Beginnings workshop in Western Sydney 
which was followed by Change Fest 2019.  The Connected Beginnings workshop provided an opportunity to 
share the in progress and learning of Connected Beginnings sites that are more established than Biripi-Taree 
Public School partnership.

Connected Beginnings Playgroup operated successfully between July and December.  The playgroup 
provides children and parents with the opportunity for meaningful social interactions.  The playgroup also 
operates as a soft entry point to access support services with a number guest speakers attending the 
playgroup to provide information regarding support services locally available.  

The playgroup Christmas party was held at Saltwater in December and was well attended by families 
and support services with Samaritians,  Taree Public School,  Uniting and Other Biripi Support Services in 
attendance.  

Unfortunately due to the COIVID-19 pandemic playgroup has been unable to operate between January and 
July.  It is anticipated that as soon as COVID-19 restrictions lift playgroup will recommence.  
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Biripi Youth Services

Biripi Youth Services provided a range of support services to local young people including case management,  
advice,  support,  referral to specialist services and practical assistance.  Our support services have been 
delivered to assist young people to remain engaged with family and community,  reduce disengagement 
from education and to assist young people achieve their own personal goals.  

In addition to the one on one support provided to our local young people,  Biripi Youth Worker Monique 
Foster has collaborated with other services to deliver group programs and specialist supports,  highlights 
include Nations of Origin,  Reparative Parenting Program and the NAIDOC Fashion Show. 

Monique supported the delivery of The Nations of Origin Program, a multifaceted sport,  cultural,  education 
and leadership program, which is held annually in July in close proximity to NAIDOC week.  The program has 
4 main components:  reconciliation,  education,  cultural identity and sport.  It is aimed at increasing school 
retention with all participants required to have an 80 per cent school attendance to be eligible to participate.  

Similarly,  Monique supported the delivery of the Reparative Parenting Program, an attachment based 
parenting program that seeks to help foster and kinship carers learn to manage the behaviour of children in 
their care in a manner that also seeks to redress the psychological and emotional effects of trauma. It aims 
to increase the understanding,  skills and resources of carers in order to increase the success of supportive 
long term relationships with their foster/kinship children.

Monique also advocated for a client to participate in the Indigenous Fashion Show. The young person 
was supported to overcome personal barriers to take part in the NAIDOC Indigenous Fashion Show. The 
2019 theme was 'Voice.  Treaty.  Truth.  Let's Work Together'  and was a call to action to formally recognise 
Aboriginal sovereignty in Australia including through Constitutional reform and a treaty.  

Targeted Early Intervention Reform
The Department of Communities and Justice has undertaken a recontracting approach 
that will see Biripi Youth Services and Family Strengthening amalgamate 2020/21.  
The amalgamated service will provide local children,  young people and families with 
opportunities for community connection,  community support and targeted interventions.  
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PROGRAMS

Family Strengthening

The Family Strengthening Program provided local families with access to case management,  parenting 
programs,  advice and support in relation to age appropriate child development,  advocacy services and 
referral to specialist services.  The program provided early intervention services to support vulnerable 
families and reduce their risk of contact with the child protection system. 

A key component of the Family Strengthening program is the delivery of quality parenting programs.  Family 
Strengthening Worker Eliza Kirkby has delivered parenting programs to families in a group setting and on a 
one on one basis dependant on the family need and preference.  The most frequently delivered program for 
2019/2020 has been Brining up Great Kids.

Bringing up Great Kids is an evidenced based parenting program that acknowledges parenting is tough,  
and that non-judgmental support can make a huge difference in accessing support service to improve the 
relationship between parents and their children.  The program provides parents with access to knowledge 
about age appropriate development,  connection with others and an opportunity to reflect on their 
communication with their children.  The program allows opportunities for mindful reflection in order to create 
positive change;  including more respectful interactions and increased positive self-identity in children which 
leads to better relationships for all members of the family.  
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COVID-19 Support Services

The provision of support services under Biripi Youth Services and the Family Strengthening programs 
continued throughout the COVID-19 shut down. The Department of Communities and Justice were supportive 
in allowing a temporary change in services delivery to allow for the provision of flexible responsive service 
delivery to support our most vulnerable children,  young people and families.  During the COVID-19 shut 
down Biripi delivered emergency food parcels and children’s activity packs to 40 families.  The support 
staff,  Eliza Kirkby and Monique Forster,  provided support services via phone and video conferencing during 
the early stages of the shut down and were back providing face to face supports as early as possible with 
supports modified to allow for social distancing requirements.  

The COVID-19 shut down highlighted,  among other things,  the technological disadvantage faced by the 
majority people supported by both services.  In an attempt to redress some of the disadvantage,  applications 
were made to the Department of Communities and Justice Technology Initiative for 14 families.  The response 
to the initiative was described by the department as overwhelming and as a result 7 families successfully 
gained access,  each being provide with a laptop and internet access.  
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Appendix
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